Ghana Must Go By Taiye Selasi
When people should go to the ebook stores, search initiation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic.
This is why we provide the ebook compilations in this website. It will unquestionably ease you to see guide
ghana must go by taiye selasi as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly.
In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you
mean to download and install the ghana must go by taiye selasi, it is totally easy then, past currently we
extend the belong to to purchase and make bargains to download and install ghana must go by taiye selasi
appropriately simple!

Freshwater Akwaeke Emezi 2018-02-13 A National Book Foundation “5 Under 35” Honoree Finalist for the
PEN/Hemingway Award for a Debut Novel Shortlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize A New
York Times Notable Book One of the most highly praised novels of the year, the debut from an astonishing
young writer, Freshwater tells the story of Ada, an unusual child who is a source of deep concern to her
southern Nigerian family. Young Ada is troubled, prone to violent fits. Born “with one foot on the other side,”
she begins to develop separate selves within her as she grows into adulthood. And when she travels to
America for college, a traumatic event on campus crystallizes the selves into something powerful and
potentially dangerous, making Ada fade into the background of her own mind as these alters—now protective,
now hedonistic—move into control. Written with stylistic brilliance and based in the author’s realities,
Freshwater dazzles with ferocious energy and serpentine grace.
And After Many Days Jowhor Ile 2016 In the aftermath of a teen's disappearance from bustling Port Harcourt
in 1995 Nigeria, a once-ordered family is irreparably shattered in ways that prompt its youngest member, Ajie,
to embark on a quest for answers that reveals long-forgotten secrets andregional brutalities.

Narrating the New African Diaspora Maximilian Feldner 2019-01-25 This book provides the first
comprehensive survey and collection of Nigerian diaspora literature, offering readings of novelists such as
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Sefi Atta, Helon Habila, Helen Oyeyemi, Taiye Selasi, Chika Unigwe, Chris
Abani, and Ike Oguine. As members of the new African diaspora, their literature captures experiences of
recent Nigerian migration to the United States and the United Kingdom. Examining representative novels,
such as Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun and Americanah, Habila’s Waiting for an Angel, Abani’s GraceLand, and
Oyeyemi’s The Icarus Girl, the book discusses these novels’ literary and narrative methods and provides
detailed analyses of two of the most common themes: depictions of migratory experiences and representations
of Nigeria. Placing the novels in their relevant historical, sociological, philosophical, and theoretical contexts,
Narrating the New African Diaspora presents an insightful study of current anglophone Nigerian narrative
literature.
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Ghana Must Go Taiye Selasi 2013-03-05 Introducing a powerful new novelist whose evocation of an
unforgettable African family is testament to the transformative power of unconditional love Kwaku Sai is dead.
A renowned surgeon and failed husband, he succumbs suddenly at dawn outside the home he shares in Ghana
with his second wife. The news of Kwaku’s death sends a ripple around the world, bringing together the
family he abandoned years before. Ghana Must Go is their story.
Ghana Must Go Taiye Selasi 2013-04-04 A stunning novel, spanning generations and continents, Ghana Must
Go by rising star Taiye Selasi is a tale of family drama and forgiveness, for fans of Zadie Smith and
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. This is the story of a family -- of the simple, devastating ways in which families
tear themselves apart, and of the incredible lengths to which a family will go to put itself back together. It is
the story of one family, the Sais, whose good life crumbles in an evening; a Ghanaian father, Kweku Sai, who
becomes a highly respected surgeon in the US only to be disillusioned by a grotesque injustice; his Nigerian
wife, Fola, the beautiful homemaker abandoned in his wake; their eldest son, Olu, determined to reconstruct
the life his father should have had; their twins, seductive Taiwo and acclaimed artist Kehinde, both brilliant
but scarred and flailing; their youngest, Sadie, jealously in love with her celebrity best friend. All of them sent
reeling on their disparate paths into the world. Until, one day, tragedy spins the Sais in a new direction. This is
the story of a family: torn apart by lies, reunited by grief. A family absolved, ultimately, by that bitter but most
tenuous bond: familial love. Ghana Must Go interweaves the stories of the Sais in a rich and moving drama of
separation and reunion, spanning generations and cultures from West Africa to New England, London, New
York and back again. It is a debut novel of blazing originality and startling power by a writer of extraordinary
gifts. 'Ghana Must Go is both a fast moving story of one family's fortunes and an ecstatic exploration of the
inner lives of its members. With her perfectly-pitched prose and flawless technique, Selasi does more than
merely renew our sense of the African novel: she renews our sense of the novel, period. An astonishing debut'
Teju Cole, author of Open City Taiye Selasi was born in London and raised in Massachusetts. She holds a B.A.
in American Studies from Yale and an M.Phil. in International Relations from Oxford. "The Sex Lives of
African Girls" (Granta, 2011), Selasi's fiction debut, appears in Best American Short Stories 2012. She lives in
Rome.
Routledge Handbook of Minority Discourses in African Literature Tanure Ojaide 2020-05-13 This handbook
provides a critical overview of literature dealing with groups of people or regions that suffer marginalization
within Africa. The contributors examine a multiplicity of minority discourses expressed in African literature,
including those who are culturally, socially, politically, religiously, economically, and sexually marginalized in
literary and artistic creations. Chapters and sections of the book are structured to identify major areas of
minority articulation of their condition and strategies deployed against the repression, persecution, oppression,
suppression, domination, and tyranny of the majority or dominant group. Bringing together diverse
perspectives to give a holistic representation of the African reality, this handbook is an important read for
scholars and students of comparative and postcolonial literature and African studies.
Burnt Shadows Kamila Shamsie 2009-05-29 Hiroko steps out onto the veranda. Her body from neck down a silk
column, white with three black cranes swooping across her back. She looks out towards the mountains, and
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everything is more beautiful to her than it was early this morning. Nagasaki is more beautiful to her than
ever before. She turns her head and sees the spires of Urakami Cathedral, which Konrad is looking up at when
he notices a gap open between the clouds. Sunlight streams through, pushing the clouds apart even further.
Hiroko. And then the world goes white. —From Burnt Shadows by Kamila Shamsie -- The morning of
August 9, 1945 breaks dreary and unspectacular in the city of Nagasaki. Nonetheless, twenty-one year-old
Hiroko Tanaka is elated: she is in love. Her emerging romance with the displaced German Konrad Weiss offers
release from the greyness of wartime deprivation. In this time of heightened xenophobia, their affair must be
kept secret, particularly as Hiroko’s father has recently been outcast for questioning the patriotism of sending
children on kamikaze missions. As Hiroko and Konrad furtively plan for a future after the war, there is no
way they can comprehend the unspeakable devastation bearing down upon them. Two years later, Hiroko
arrives in Delhi at the home of Konrad’s sister Ilse and his brother-in-law James Burton. Upon Hiroko’s back
are crane-shaped scars, seared into her skin when her kimono was incinerated by the bomb. She is on the run
from unbearable memories, as well as from the stigma of being branded a hibakusha, a survivor of the bomb.
Ilse, in an uncharacteristically impulsive move, welcomes Hiroko into her home, seeing in the brave young
woman a possibility of release from her own conscripted existence. Hiroko quickly destabilizes the frigid
hierarchy of the household, much to the relief of Sajjad Ashraf, James’s bored servant. Tensions are running
high in the Mohalla with the looming partition of India and Pakistan. Will Sajjad remain in his beloved
Dilli/Delhi, or depart with so many others for the promise of Pakistan? Sajjad’s family has secured for him a
wife, and he yearns for a legal career, still half-clinging to the hope that James will assist him. But James’s only
use for him is as a chess opponent, an idle distraction as the Raj winds to a close. The Burtons are preparing to
decamp for England, having already dispatched their son Harry to boarding school. But what James does not
know is that Ilse is making other plans. A romance blooms between Hiroko and Sajjad, much to the incredulity
of the Burtons, whose own emotional lives have become entwined in the futures of their charismatic young
charges. Despite outbursts of jealousies and a terrible act of betrayal, the Burtons nevertheless assist Hiroko and
Sajjad in their flight to married life in Istanbul. Later the Ashrafs will move to Karachi to raise their son, Raza.
The lives of the Ashrafs and the Burtons will remain entwined for decades, though in ways they cannot
anticipate. Across continents and through geopolitical flux, each family will continue to act as a catalytic force
upon the other, sometimes in life-saving ways, and sometimes causing great peril. Why is it that some bonds
flourish in times of crisis, and why do some fail? What defines the character that survives the cruelest of
circumstances? And how is it that entire populations can support unspeakable acts en masse, while relating as
individuals with compassion? Longlisted for the prestigious Orange Prize for Fiction, Kamila Shamsie’s Burnt
Shadows is an enthralling meta-cultural epic, the panoramic tale of two families tangled together in some of
the most devastating conflicts of modern history.
The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born Ayi Kwei Armah 1988 A beginners' guide to the fundamentals of the
Dru meditation technique, a method for soothing the mind and relaxing the emotions. The programme
includes six short guided meditations designed to instill a sense of profound stillness, quieten and calm a
stressed mind and reconnect with the important aspects of life. Each nine-minute meditations is based on one of
the elements: Earth, Water, Light, Air and Sky.
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The Twelfth Heart Elizabeth-Irene Baitie 2010 At a boarding school near Accra, Mercy learns about friendship
and character.
Light Years James Salter 2011-02-09 This exquisite, resonant novel by PEN/Faulkner winner James Salter is a
brilliant portrait of a marriage by a contemporary American master. It is the story of Nedra and Viri, whose
favored life is centered around dinners, ingenious games with their children, enviable friends, and nearperfect days passed skating on a frozen river or sunning on the beach. But even as he lingers over the surface
of their marriage, Salter lets us see the fine cracks that are spreading through it, flaws that will eventually mar
the lovely picture beyond repair. Seductive, witty, and elegantly nuanced, Light Years is a classic novel of an
entire generation that discovered the limits of its own happiness—and then felt compelled to destroy it.
The Transnational in Literary Studies Kai Wiegandt 2020-07-06 This volume clarifies the meanings and
applications of the concept of the transnational and identifies areas in which the concept can be particularly
useful. The division of the volume into three parts reflects areas which seem particularly amenable to analysis
through a transnational lens. The chapters in Part 1 present case studies in which the concept replaces or
complements traditionally dominant concepts in literary studies. These chapters demonstrate, for example,
why some dramatic texts and performances can better be described as transnational than as postcolonial, and
how the transnational underlies and complements concepts such as world literature. Part 2 assesses the
advantages and limitations of writing literary history with a transnational focus. These chapters illustrate how
such a perspective loosens the epistemic stranglehold of national historiographies, but they also argue that the
transnational and national agendas of literary historiography are frequently entangled. The chapters in Part 3
identify transnational genres such as the transnational historical novel, transnational migrant fiction and
translinguistic theatre, and analyse the specific poetics and politics of these genres.

Salt Houses Hala Alyan 2017-05-02 Winner of the Dayton Literary Peace Prize and the Arab American Book
Award Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR * Nylon * Kirkus Reviews * Bustle * BookPage “Moving and
beautifully written.” — Entertainment Weekly On the eve of her daughter Alia’s wedding, Salma reads the
girl’s future in a cup of coffee dregs. She sees an unsettled life for Alia and her children; she also sees travel and
luck. While she chooses to keep her predictions to herself that day, they will all soon come to pass when the
family is uprooted in the wake of the Six-Day War of 1967. Lyrical and heartbreaking, Salt Houses follows
three generations of a Palestinian family and asks us to confront that most devastating of all truths: you can’t go
home again. “[Alyan is] a master.” — Los Angeles Review of Books “Beautiful . . . An example of how fiction is
often the best filter for the real world around us.” — NPR “Gorgeous and sprawling . . . Heart-wrenching,
lyrical and timely.” — Dallas Morning News “[Salt Houses] illustrate[s] the inherited longing and sense of
dislocation passed like a baton from mother to daughter.” — New York Times Book Review
Black Man's Medicine Muzi Kuzwayo 2012 "The title of this book comes from the African adage: "The Black
Man's Medicine is the White Man". It implies that black people won't do anything right, unless there is a
white man around, or that black people won't be satisfied with anything unless it has been done by a white
man. Black Man's Medicine is about economic freedom. It introduces the idea that SEE (self-economic
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empowerment) is the new BEE. Most importantly, it insists that apartheid was a terrible and unfortunate part
of our shared history but should no longer define our present challenges and myriad opportunities for success.
In essence this book is about moving from mud and dust, through the boardroom and on to a new Africa,
where people work hard and life is decent. Kuzwayo's self-professed goal is help us see our own, familiar
truths differently, just in case they have passed their sell-by date, and to question the righteousness of our
rituals and to test the accuracy of our adages"--Publisher describtion.

A Particular Kind of Black Man Tope Folarin 2020-08-11 **One of Time’s 32 Books You Need to Read This
Summer** An NPR Best Book of 2019 An “electrifying” (Publishers Weekly) debut novel from Rhodes
Scholar and winner of the Caine Prize for African Writing about a Nigerian family living in Utah and their
uneasy assimilation to American life. Living in small-town Utah has always been an uncomfortable fit for
Tunde Akinola’s family, especially for his Nigeria-born parents. Though Tunde speaks English with a
Midwestern accent, he can’t escape the children who rub his skin and ask why the black won’t come off. As
he struggles to fit in, he finds little solace from his parents who are grappling with their own issues. Tunde’s
father, ever the optimist, works tirelessly chasing his American dream while his wife, lonely in Utah without
family and friends, sinks deeper into schizophrenia. Then one otherwise-ordinary morning, Tunde’s mother
wakes him with a hug, bundles him and his baby brother into the car, and takes them away from the only
home they’ve ever known. But running away doesn’t bring her, or her children, any relief; once Tunde’s
father tracks them down, she flees to Nigeria, and Tunde never feels at home again. He spends the rest of his
childhood and young adulthood searching for connection—to the wary stepmother and stepbrothers he gains
when his father remarries; to the Utah residents who mock his father’s accent; to evangelical religion; to his
Texas middle school’s crowd of African-Americans; to the fraternity brothers of his historically black college. In
so doing, he discovers something that sends him on a journey away from everything he has known.
Sweeping, stirring, and perspective-shifting, A Particular Kind of Black Man is “wild, vulnerable, lived…A
study of the particulate self, the self as a constellation of moving parts” (The New York Times Book Review).
The Nest Cynthia D'Aprix Sweeney 2016-03-22 A warm, funny and acutely perceptive debut novel about
four adult siblings and the fate of the shared inheritance that has shaped their choices and their lives. Every
family has its problems. But even among the most troubled, the Plumb family stands out as spectacularly
dysfunctional. Years of simmering tensions finally reach a breaking point on an unseasonably cold afternoon in
New York City as Melody, Beatrice, and Jack Plumb gather to confront their charismatic and reckless older
brother, Leo, freshly released from rehab. Months earlier, an inebriated Leo got behind the wheel of a car with
a nineteen-year-old waitress as his passenger. The ensuing accident has endangered the Plumbs' joint trust
fund, “The Nest,” which they are months away from finally receiving. Meant by their deceased father to be a
modest mid-life supplement, the Plumb siblings have watched The Nest’s value soar along with the stock
market and have been counting on the money to solve a number of self-inflicted problems. Melody, a wife and
mother in an upscale suburb, has an unwieldy mortgage and looming college tuition for her twin teenage
daughters. Jack, an antiques dealer, has secretly borrowed against the beach cottage he shares with his husband,
Walker, to keep his store open. And Bea, a once-promising short-story writer, just can’t seem to finish her
overdue novel. Can Leo rescue his siblings and, by extension, the people they love? Or will everyone need to
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reimagine the futures they’ve envisioned? Brought together as never before, Leo, Melody, Jack, and Beatrice
must grapple with old resentments, present-day truths, and the significant emotional and financial toll of the
accident, as well as finally acknowledge the choices they have made in their own lives. This is a story about
the power of family, the possibilities of friendship, the ways we depend upon one another and the ways we
let one another down. In this tender, entertaining, and deftly written debut, Cynthia D'Aprix Sweeney brings
a remarkable cast of characters to life to illuminate what money does to relationships, what happens to our
ambitions over the course of time, and the fraught yet unbreakable ties we share with those we love.
Culture and Customs of Ghana Steven J. Salm 2002 Authoritatively discusses the vibrant and adaptable
Ghanaian people, from their religions to music and dance
Search Sweet Country Kojo Laing 2019-08-01 Accra, Ghana, the 1970s. In the streets, marketplaces and
crowded houses of this sprawling city, an unforgettable cast of characters live, love and try to get by: an
idealistic professor, a beautiful young witch, a wide-eyed student, a corrupt politician, a healer and a man
intent on founding his own village. Through their stories, and those of the living, breathing city itself, Kojo
Laing's dazzling novel creates a portrait of a place caught between colonialism and freedom, eternity and the
present. 'The finest novel written in English ever to come out of the African continent' Binyavanga Wainaina
Swing Time Zadie Smith 2016-11-15 “Smith’s thrilling cultural insights never overshadow the wholeness of
her characters, who are so keenly observed that one feels witness to their lives.” —O, The Oprah Magazine “A
sweeping meditation on art, race, and identity that may be [Smith’s] most ambitious work yet.” —Esquire A
New York Times bestseller • Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award for Fiction • Longlisted for
the Man Booker Prize An ambitious, exuberant new novel moving from North West London to West Africa,
from the multi-award-winning author of White Teeth and On Beauty. Two brown girls dream of being
dancers—but only one, Tracey, has talent. The other has ideas: about rhythm and time, about black bodies and
black music, what constitutes a tribe, or makes a person truly free. It's a close but complicated childhood
friendship that ends abruptly in their early twenties, never to be revisited, but never quite forgotten, either.
Tracey makes it to the chorus line but struggles with adult life, while her friend leaves the old neighborhood
behind, traveling the world as an assistant to a famous singer, Aimee, observing close up how the one percent
live. But when Aimee develops grand philanthropic ambitions, the story moves from London to West Africa,
where diaspora tourists travel back in time to find their roots, young men risk their lives to escape into a
different future, the women dance just like Tracey—the same twists, the same shakes—and the origins of a
profound inequality are not a matter of distant history, but a present dance to the music of time. Zadie Smith's
newest book, Grand Union, published in 2019.

Comes the Voyager at Last Kofi Awoonor 1992
The Other David Guterson 2012-05-01 Seattle, 1972: Neil Countryman and John William Barry, two teenage
boys from very different backgrounds, are at the start of an 800m race. Their lives collide for the first time, and
so begins an extraordinary friendship. As they grow older Neil follows the conventional route of the American
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dream, but the eccentric, fiercely intelligent John William makes radically different choices, dropping out of
college and moving deep into the woods. Convinced it is the only way to live without hypocrisy, John
William enlists Neil to help him disappear completely, drawing his oldest friend into a web of secrets and
agonising responsibility, deceit and tragedy - one that will finally break open with an unexpected, life-altering
revelation.
Travelers: A Novel Helon Habila 2019-06-18 A startlingly imaginative exploration of the African diaspora in
Europe, by one of our most acclaimed international writers. Award-winning author Helon Habila has been
described as "a courageous tale teller with an uncompromising vision…a major talent" (Rawi Hage). His new
novel Travelers is a life-changing encounter with those who have been uprooted by war or aspiration, fear or
hope. A Nigerian graduate student who has made his home in America knows what it means to strike out for
new shores. When his wife proposes that he accompany her to Berlin, where she has been awarded a
prestigious arts fellowship, he has his reservations: “I knew every departure is a death, every return a rebirth.
Most changes happen unplanned, and they always leave a scar.” In Berlin, Habila’s central character finds
himself thrown into contact with a community of African immigrants and refugees whose lives previously
seemed distant from his own, but to which he is increasingly drawn. The walls between his privileged, secure
existence and the stories of these other Africans on the move soon crumble, and his sense of identity begins to
dissolve as he finds that he can no longer separate himself from others’ horrors, or from Africa. A lean,
expansive, heart-rending exploration of loss and of connection, Travelers inscribes unforgettable
signposts—both unsettling and luminous—marking the universal journey in pursuit of love and home.

Ghana Must Go Onyameneba France 2004-02 This book is about things that people wonder about. It is about
things that happen in our everyday life that are natural things that cannot be changed: The incompleteness
that we feel inside and the strong desire to be fulfilled; Our powerful inner strengths, dealing with who you
are and trying to get others to accept whom you are. Topics also include understanding what we feel and how
we feel and expressing our emotions, the southern ways of life, and the frustrations of envy and jealousy from
others when trying to succeed. Experience the ups and downs when life throws you a curve ball, and learn
from every situation in life, so that when the same situation occurs again, you know how to deal with it.
Things That Happened Before the Earthquake Chiara Barzini 2018-07-17 Vogue Best of 2017 Esquire 50 Best
Books of 2017 Bustle Best Debut Novels Written by Women 2017 The Guardian Best Books of 2017 The
Morning News 2018 Tournament of Books Pick Fifteen year old Eugenia is rudely yanked from her dreamy
Roman existence by her filmmaker parents, who dream of fame and fortune, and transplanted to the strange,
suburban world of the San Fernando Valley. It’s 1992, mere weeks after the Rodney King riots, and she has
only the Virgin Mary to call on for guidance as she struggles to navigate the unfamiliar terrain of the LA high
school experience—a world of gang rivalries and all-night-raves, fast food and sneakers. But the angst, ecstasy,
and self-discovery of adolescence endure, no matter the backdrop. Frank, edgy, honest and raw, this irresistible
debut is the love child of Jill Eisenstadt, Eve Babitz, Antonioni and Fast Times at Ridgemont High.

Djinn Tofik Dibi 2021-01-01 The gripping memoir of a young man’s struggle with his sexuality and Muslim
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identity, culminating in his rise to the Dutch Parliament. From a young age, Tofik Dibi feels “it”—a spirit, or
djinn, that follows him everywhere. Where “it” goes, “they” go—his classmates, his colleagues, all the people
who fear and hate “it,” his homosexuality. The son of Moroccan immigrants, Dibi was elected to the Dutch
Parliament in 2006 at just twenty-six years old. During his six years in office, he fought for the equal rights of
Dutch Muslims against a political elite that cast them as misogynists, homophobes, and, after 9/11, terrorists. But
Dibi himself never came out publicly as queer—until he wrote Djinn. A bestseller upon its publication in
Dutch in 2015, it tells the poignant, at times heartbreaking, story of Dibi’s coming-of-age as a gay Muslim man
with humor and grace. From his Amsterdam childhood to his experiences in New York City clubs and
internet chatrooms to his unlikely political ascent, Djinn explores contemporary issues of race, religion,
sexuality, and human rights in and beyond Europe. Yet it also promises readers who may not see themselves
reflected in popular culture—like Dibi as a young man—an all-too-rare sense of visibility and recognition. Tofik
Dibi is an author and playwright who served as Member of Parliament in the Netherlands from 2006 to 2012.
Nicolaas P. Barr teaches in the Department of Comparative History of Ideas at the University of Washington.
Ghana Must Go Taiye Selasi 2013-03-05 A “buoyant” and “rapturous” debut novel (The Wall Street Journal)
about the transformative power of unconditional love Electric, exhilarating, and beautifully crafted, Ghana
Must Go introduces the world to Taiye Selasi, a novelist of extraordinary talent. In a sweeping narrative that
takes readers from Accra to Lagos to London to New York, it is at once a portrait of a modern family and an
exploration of the importance of where we come from to who we are. A renowned surgeon and failed
husband, Kweku Sai dies suddenly at dawn outside his home in suburban Accra. The news of his death sends a
ripple around the world, bringing together the family he abandoned years before. Moving with great elegance
through time and place, Ghana Must Go charts their circuitous journey to one another and, along the way,
teaches us that the truths we speak can heal the wounds we hide.

Foreign Gods, Inc. Okey Ndibe 2014-01-14 From a disciple of the late Chinua Achebe comes a masterful and
universally acclaimed novel that is at once a taut, literary thriller and an indictment of greed’s power to
subsume all things, including the sacred. Foreign Gods, Inc., tells the story of Ike, a New York-based Nigerian
cab driver who sets out to steal the statue of an ancient war deity from his home village and sell it to a New
York gallery. Ike's plan is fueled by desperation. Despite a degree in economics from a major American college,
his strong accent has barred him from the corporate world. Forced to eke out a living as a cab driver, he is
unable to manage the emotional and material needs of a temperamental African American bride and a
widowed mother demanding financial support. When he turns to gambling, his mounting losses compound his
woes. And so he travels back to Nigeria to steal the statue, where he has to deal with old friends, family, and a
mounting conflict between those in the village who worship the deity, and those who practice Christianity. A
meditation on the dreams, promises and frustrations of the immigrant life in America; the nature and impact of
religious conflicts; an examination of the ways in which modern culture creates or heightens infatuation with
the "exotic," including the desire to own strange objects and hanker after ineffable illusions; and an exploration
of the shifting nature of memory, Foreign Gods is a brilliant work of fiction that illuminates our globally
interconnected world like no other. From the Hardcover edition.
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Dust Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor 2014-01-28 From a breathtaking new voice, a novel about a splintered family
in Kenya—a story of power and deceit, unrequited love, survival and sacrifice. Odidi Oganda, running for his
life, is gunned down in the streets of Nairobi. His grief-stricken sister, Ajany, just returned from Brazil, and
their father bring his body back to their crumbling home in the Kenyan drylands, seeking some comfort and
peace. But the murder has stirred memories long left untouched and unleashed a series of unexpected events:
Odidi and Ajany’s mercurial mother flees in a fit of rage; a young Englishman arrives at the Ogandas’ house,
seeking his missing father; a hardened policeman who has borne witness to unspeakable acts reopens a cold
case; and an all-seeing Trader with a murky identity plots an overdue revenge. In scenes stretching from the
violent upheaval of contemporary Kenya back through a shocking political assassination in 1969 and the Mau
Mau uprisings against British colonial rule in the 1950s, we come to learn the secrets held by this parched
landscape, buried deep within the shared past of the family and of a conflicted nation. Here is a spellbinding
novel about a brother and sister who have lost their way; about how myths come to pass, history is written,
and war stains us forever.

West African Women in the Diaspora Rose A. Sackeyfio 2021-08-30 This book examines fictional works by
women authors who have left their homes in West Africa and now live as members of the diaspora. In recent
years a compelling array of critically acclaimed fiction by women in the West African diaspora has shifted the
direction of the African novel away from post-colonial themes of nationhood, decolonization and cultural
authenticity, and towards explorations of the fluid and shifting constructions of identity in transnational spaces.
Drawing on works by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Buchi Emecheta, Ama Ata Aidoo, Sefi Atta, Chika Unigwe
and Taiye Selasie, this book interrogates the ways in which African diaspora women’s fiction portrays the
realities of otherness, hybridity and marginalized existence of female subjects beyond Africa’s borders. Overall,
the book demonstrates that life in the diaspora is an uncharted journey of expanded opportunities along with
paradoxical realities of otherness. Providing a vivid and composite portrait of African women’s experiences in
the diasporic landscape, this book will be of interest to researchers of migration and diaspora topics, and African,
women’s and world literature.
Brown Girl, Brownstones Paule Marshall 2012-03-06 Set in Brooklyn during the Depression and World War
II, this 1953 coming-of-age novel centers on the daughter of Barbadian immigrants. "Passionate, compelling." —
Saturday Review. "Remarkable for its courage." — The New Yorker.

We Need New Names NoViolet Bulawayo 2013-05-21 A remarkable literary debut--shortlisted for the Man
Booker Prize! The unflinching and powerful story of a young girl's journey out of Zimbabwe and to America.
Darling is only ten years old, and yet she must navigate a fragile and violent world. In Zimbabwe, Darling and
her friends steal guavas, try to get the baby out of young Chipo's belly, and grasp at memories of Before. Before
their homes were destroyed by paramilitary policemen, before the school closed, before the fathers left for
dangerous jobs abroad. But Darling has a chance to escape: she has an aunt in America. She travels to this new
land in search of America's famous abundance only to find that her options as an immigrant are perilously few.
NoViolet Bulawayo's debut calls to mind the great storytellers of displacement and arrival who have come
before her--from Junot Diaz to Zadie Smith to J.M. Coetzee--while she tells a vivid, raw story all her own.
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Open City Teju Cole 2011-02-08 A New York Times Notable Book • One of the ten top novels of the year
—Time and NPR NAMED A BEST BOOK ON MORE THAN TWENTY END-OF-THE-YEAR LISTS,
INCLUDING The New Yorker • The Atlantic • The Economist • Newsweek/The Daily Beast • The New
Republic • New York Daily News • Los Angeles Times • The Boston Globe • The Seattle Times • Minneapolis
Star Tribune • GQ • Salon • Slate • New York magazine • The Week • The Kansas City Star • Kirkus Reviews
A haunting novel about identity, dislocation, and history, Teju Cole’s Open City is a profound work by an
important new author who has much to say about our country and our world. Along the streets of Manhattan,
a young Nigerian doctor named Julius wanders, reflecting on his relationships, his recent breakup with his
girlfriend, his present, his past. He encounters people from different cultures and classes who will provide
insight on his journey—which takes him to Brussels, to the Nigeria of his youth, and into the most
unrecognizable facets of his own soul. “[A] prismatic debut . . . beautiful, subtle, [and] original.”—The New
Yorker “A psychological hand grenade.”—The Atlantic “Magnificent . . . a remarkably resonant feat of
prose.”—The Seattle Times “A precise and poetic meditation on love, race, identity, friendship, memory, [and]
dislocation.”—The Economist
Transcendent Kingdom Yaa Gyasi 2020-09-01 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW
#ReadWithJenna BOOK CLUB PICK! • Finalist for the WOMEN'S PRIZE Yaa Gyasi's stunning follow-up to
her acclaimed national best seller Homegoing is a powerful, raw, intimate, deeply layered novel about a
Ghanaian family in Alabama. Gifty is a sixth-year PhD candidate in neuroscience at the Stanford University
School of Medicine studying reward-seeking behavior in mice and the neural circuits of depression and
addiction. Her brother, Nana, was a gifted high school athlete who died of a heroin overdose after an ankle
injury left him hooked on OxyContin. Her suicidal mother is living in her bed. Gifty is determined to discover
the scientific basis for the suffering she sees all around her. But even as she turns to the hard sciences to unlock
the mystery of her family's loss, she finds herself hungering for her childhood faith and grappling with the
evangelical church in which she was raised, whose promise of salvation remains as tantalizing as it is elusive.
Transcendent Kingdom is a deeply moving portrait of a family of Ghanaian immigrants ravaged by depression
and addiction and grief—a novel about faith, science, religion, love. Exquisitely written, emotionally searing,
this is an exceptionally powerful follow-up to Gyasi's phenomenal debut.
The House of Broken Angels Luis Alberto Urrea 2018-03-06 In this "raucous, moving, and necessary" (San
Francisco Chronicle) story by a Pulitzer Prize finalist, the De La Cruzes, a family on the Mexican-American
border, celebrate two of their most beloved relatives during a joyous and bittersweet weekend. National
Bestseller and National Book Critics Circle Award finalist A New York Times Notable Book / One of the Best
Books of the Year from National Public Radio, American Library Association, San Francisco Chronicle,
BookPage, Newsday, BuzzFeed, Kirkus Reviews, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Literary Hub "All we do, mija, is
love. Love is the answer. Nothing stops it. Not borders. Not death." In his final days, beloved and ailing
patriarch Miguel Angel de La Cruz, affectionately called Big Angel, has summoned his entire clan for one last
legendary birthday party. But as the party approaches, his mother, nearly one hundred, dies, transforming the
weekend into a farewell doubleheader. Among the guests is Big Angel's half brother, known as Little Angel,
who must reckon with the truth that although he shares a father with his siblings, he has not, as a half gringo,
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shared a life. Across two bittersweet days in their San Diego neighborhood, the revelers mingle among the
palm trees and cacti, celebrating the lives of Big Angel and his mother, and recounting the many inspiring
tales that have passed into family lore, the acts both ordinary and heroic that brought these citizens to a fraught
and sublime country and allowed them to flourish in the land they have come to call home. Teeming with
brilliance and humor, authentic at every turn, The House of Broken Angels is Luis Alberto Urrea at his best,
and cements his reputation as a storyteller of the first rank. "Epic . . . Rambunctious . . . Highly entertaining." -New York Times Book Review "A raucous, moving, and necessary book . . . Intimate and touching . . . the
stuff of legend." --San Francisco Chronicle "An immensely charming and moving tale." --Boston Globe
Ghana Must Go Taiye Selasi 2014 Meet the Sais, a Nigerian-Ghanaian family living in the United States. A
family prospering until the day father and surgeon Kweku Sai is victim of a grave injustice. Ashamed, he
abandons his beautiful wife Fola and their little boys and girls, causing the family to fracture and spiral out into
the world - New York, London, West Africa, New England - on uncertain, troubled journeys until, many
years later, tragedy unites them. Now this broken family has a chance to heal - but can the Sais take it?
'Brilliant. A story of family loss, misunderstanding and love, spanning generations and continents . . . characters
you long to reach out and hold.' Elle 'Stunning, moving. A new star is born . . . there will be no stopping Taiye
Selasi. Prize-winning material.' Independent 'If you are a big fan of Zadie Smith and Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie, then you are bound to love this simmering debut.' Marie Claire 'Miss out and you will miss one of the
best new novels.' Economist 'Rich and deep, mesmerizing and spectacular.' Anna Funder 'An exuberant,
beautiful family saga.' Scotsman
The Best American Short Stories 2012 Tom Perrotta 2012 Presents twenty of the best works of short fiction of
the past year from a variety of acclaimed sources.
Sadness Is a White Bird Moriel Rothman-Zecher 2018-02-13 **A 2019 Dayton Literary Peace Prize Finalist**
**A 2018 National Jewish Book Award Finalist for Debut Fiction** In this “nuanced, sharp, and beautifully
written” (Michael Chabon) debut novel, a young man prepares to serve in the Israeli army while also trying to
reconcile his close relationship to two Palestinian siblings with his deeply ingrained loyalties to family and
country. The story begins in an Israeli military jail, where—four days after his nineteenth birthday—Jonathan
stares up at the fluorescent lights of his cell and recalls the series of events that led him there. Two years
earlier: Moving back to Israel after several years in Pennsylvania, Jonathan is ready to fight to preserve and
defend the Jewish state. But he is also conflicted about the possibility of having to monitor the occupied
Palestinian territories, a concern that grows deeper and more urgent when he meets Nimreen and Laith—the
twin daughter and son of his mother’s friend. From that morning on, the three become inseparable: wandering
the streets on weekends, piling onto buses toward new discoveries, laughing uncontrollably. They share joints
on the beach, trading snippets of poems, intimate secrets, family histories, resentments, and dreams. But with
his draft date rapidly approaching, Jonathan wrestles with the question of what it means to be proud of your
heritage, while also feeling love for those outside of your own family. And then that fateful day arrives, the
one that lands Jonathan in prison and changes his relationship with the twins forever. “Unflinching in its
honesty, unyielding in its moral complexity” (Geraldine Brooks, Pulitzer Prize–winning author), Sadness Is a
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White Bird explores one man’s attempts to find a place for himself, discovering in the process a beautiful,
against-the-odds love that flickers like a candle in the darkness of a never-ending conflict.

Africa39 Ellah Wakatama Allfrey 2014-09-25 Africa has produced some of the best writing of the twentieth
century from Chinua Achebe, Ayi Kwei Armah, Ngugi wa Thiong'o, and the Nobel Laureates Wole Soyinka,
Nadine Gordimer, J.M. Coetzee and Doris Lessing, to more recent talents like Nuruddin Farah, Ben Okri,
Aminatta Forna and Brian Chikwava. Who will be the next generation? Following the successful launch of
Bogotá39, which identified many of the most interesting upcoming Latin American talents, including Daniel
Alarcon, Junot Diaz (Pulitzer Prize), Santiago Roncagliolo (Independent Foreign Fiction Prize) and Juan
Gabriel Vásquez (short-listed for the IFFP), and Beirut39 which published Randa Jarrar, Rabee Jaber, Joumana
Haddad, Abdellah Taia and Samar Yazbek, Africa39 will bring to worldwide attention the best work from
Africa and its diaspora. The judges will select from up to 200 submissions researched by Binyavanga Wainaina,
the founding editor of the acclaimed Nairobi-based literary magazine Kwani?, and the writers' names will be
unveiled in Port Harcourt and at the London Book Fair in April 2014. Africa39 will be published in English
throughout the world by Bloomsbury. Africa39 is a Hay Festival and Rainbow Book Club project which aims
to select and celebrate 39 of the best young African writers from south of the Sahara. It will be launched at the
PH Book Festival in UNESCO's World Book Capital, Port Harcourt, Nigeria, in October 2014. The three judges
are: Margaret Busby (UK – publisher, broadcaster and reviewer, chair of the Commonwealth Prize and editor
of the anthology Daughters of Africa) Elechi Amadi (Nigeria – author of plays, memoir and novels, including
The Slave, Estrangement and The Woman of Calabar) Osonye Tess Onwueme (Nigeria/USA – playwright,
poet and scholar, whose works include Riot in Heaven and What Mama Said)
Handbook of Transatlantic North American Studies Julia Straub 2016-05-10 Transatlantic literary studies have
provided important new perspectives on North American, British and Irish literature. They have led to a
revision of literary history and the idea of a national literature. They have changed the perception of the
Anglo-American literary market and its many processes of transatlantic production, distribution, reception and
criticism. Rather than dwelling on comparisons or engaging with the notion of ‘influence,’ transatlantic literary
studies seek to understand North American, British and Irish literature as linked with each other by virtue of
multi-layered historical and cultural ties and pay special attention to the many refractions and mutual
interferences that have characterized these traditions since colonial times. This handbook brings together
articles that summarize some of the crucial transatlantic concepts, debates and topics. The contributions
contained in this volume examine periods in literary and cultural history, literary movements, individual
authors as well as genres from a transatlantic perspective, combining theoretical insight with textual analysis.

Midnight in St. Petersburg Vanora Bennett 2016-01-19 Faberge jewels, the mysterious Rasputin, and a
priceless violin: each plays a part in one young woman's fight for survival, and for love, in revolutionary
Russia. St. Petersburg, 1911. Inna Feldman has fled the pogroms of the south to take refuge with distant
relatives in Russia's capital. Welcomed by the flamboyant Leman family, she is apprenticed into their violinmaking workshop. She feels instantly at home in their bohemian circle, but revolution is in the air, and as
society begins to fracture, she is forced to choose between her heart and her head. She loves her brooding
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cousin, Yasha, but he is wild, destructive, and devoted to revolution. Horace Wallick, an Englishman who
makes precious Faberge creations, is older and promises security and respectability. And, like many others, she
is drawn to the mysterious, charismatic figure beginning to make a name for himself in the city: Rasputin. As
the rebellion descends into anarchy and bloodshed, a commission to repair a priceless Stadivarius violin offers
Inna a means of escape. But what man will she choose to take with her? And is it already too late? A magical
and passionate story steeped in history and intrigue, Vanora Bennett's Midnight in St. Petersburg is an
extraordinary novel of music, politics, and the toll that revolution exacts on the human heart.
The God Child Nana Oforiatta Ayim 2019-11-14 'Engrossing and memorable' Ben Okri 'Meditative, gestural,
philosophic: a brave reinvention of the immigrant narrative ... Unprecedented' Taiye Selasi 'I read this novel
very slowly. I didn't want to miss anything ... It is a rich, beautiful book and when I got to the end, I wanted
to start again' Chibundu Onuzo Maya grows up in Germany knowing that her parents are different: from one
another, and from the rest of the world. Her reserved, studious father is distant; and her beautiful, volatile
mother is a whirlwind, with a penchant for lavish shopping sprees and a mesmerising power for spinning
stories of the family's former glory – of what was had, and what was lost. And then Kojo arrives one
Christmas, like an annunciation: Maya's cousin, and her mother's godson. Kojo has a way with words – a way
of talking about Ghana, and empire, and what happens when a country's treasures are spirited away by
colonialists. For the first time, Maya has someone who can help her understand why exile has made her
parents the way they are. But then Maya and Kojo are separated, shuttled off to school in England, where they
come face to face with the maddening rituals of Empire. Returning to Ghana as a young woman, Maya is
reunited with her powerful but increasingly troubled cousin. Her homecoming will set off an exorcism of
their family and country's strangest, darkest demons. It is in this destruction's wake that Maya realises her own
purpose: to tell the story of her mother, her cousin, their land and their loss, on her own terms, in her own
voice.
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